
from a student’s blog: 

Let's try this one more time... 
 
I will try to sum up what I wrote last week... 
 
I had a discussion with my placement mentor, Bryan Ripley Crandall, a few weeks 
ago about different ideas I could use in my unit with my eleventh grade class.  He 
talked to me about "real world writing," his self-induced quotes around "real 
world" for he argues that it is questionable to claim that only life after high 
school is considered reality.  Bryan introduced a few ideas to me that revolved 
around students writing pieces that expressed things such as what their 
dreams were, how they would get there, etc. and handing the paper in to their 
guidance counselor to be reviewed during college applications.  I began to 
realize that while I have always talked about writing tasks that matter, I 
always defined such writing as reaching a deeper understanding of the self 
and surrounding society.  I never made the connection to using writing to be 
actively involved with the community as a whole. 
 
Deans and Marie discuss using writing to actively serve the community of 
students.  They have students choose an issue they care about (i.e. the care of the 
elderly in homes), work with and interview individuals involved with their focus, 
and created a final piece that was directed toward "public audiences (for) 
communal purposes" (p. 191). 
 
Students are more apt to be engaged when working with an issue that personally 
matters to them, especially when given the opportunity to work with others in the 
community.  Students will be driven by the sense of need or accomplishment to 
produce a piece that has more substance and purpose than if we assigned, say, a 
five-paragraph essay about the history of elderly care.  We need to provide 
students with that sense of urgency on occassion so they can see the power of 
writing as well as the impact their lives can have on others. 


